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We investigate theoretically and experimentally the statistical properties of dc current through an open
quantum dot subject to ac excitation of a shape-defining gate. The symmetries of rectification current and
photovoltaic current with respect to applied magnetic field are examined. Theory and experiment are found to
be in good agreement throughout a broad range of frequency and ac power, ranging from adiabatic to nona-
diabatic regimes.
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Transport in mesoscopic systems subject to time-varying
fields combines elements of nonequilibrium physics and
quantum chaos. This combination extends the scope of me-
soscopic physics and is likely to be important in quantum
information processing, where fast gating and quantum co-
herence are both required. Of particular importance is the
ability to control external fields applied to the mesoscopic
system and to distinguish effects of these fields on quantum
dynamics of the system. For example, two distinct contribu-
tions to direct current through an open quantum dot due to an
oscillating perturbation have been identified1,2 and observed
experimentally in Ref. 3.

In this paper, we investigate the statistical properties of dc
currents resulting from an applied ac electric field over a
wide range of excitation frequencies, paying particular atten-
tion to the presence or absence of symmetry with respect to
magnetic field in various regimes. Theoretical analysis is
based on recently developed time-dependent random matrix
theory.4,5 Experiments use a gate-defined GaAs quantum dot
subject to ac excitation of a gate at MHz to GHz frequencies.
At low excitation frequenciesv!td

−1 std is the electron
dwell time in the dotd the present theoretical results are con-
sistent with those obtained by adiabatic approximations.1,6

However, the analysis is applicable over a wider range of
frequencies"v&ET, whereET=" /tcross is the Thouless en-
ergy andtcross is the electron crossing time of the dot. At
"v*ET, the system may be studied by methods developed
for disordered bulk conductors.7,8

Three distinct contributions to dc current through the dot
can be identified, resulting from:sid an applied dc bias;sii d
an ac bias at the excitation frequencysi.e., rectification
effects2d; and siii d photovoltaic effects.5,9 Although the ori-
gins of the rectification and photovoltaic effects are different,
these two effects are hard to distinguish in experiment with
rectification current being dominant.10 The purpose of the
present Rapid Communication is to describe distinct features
between the rectification and photovoltaic effects. We restrict
our attention to a one-parameter excitation, noting that while
in the adiabatic regime one- and two-parameter excitations
affect the system differently,1 beyond the adiabatic regime,
v*td

−1, the differences disappear.5

The Hamiltonian of electrons in the dot in the presence of
a magnetic fluxF is represented by a HermitianM 3M ma-

trix Ĥstd=ĤF+V̂ cosvt. We assume that electron dynamics

in the dot is fully chaotic.11 Then the time-independent part

ĤF may be considered as a random realization of aM 3M
matrix from a Gaussian unitary ensemble with the mean

level spacingd1 and M ,ET/d1. PerturbationV̂ is a matrix
from a Gaussian orthogonal ensemble characterized by the

strengthC0=p TrV̂2/M2d1. The parameterC0 determines the
energy displacement of an electron state due to the applied

perturbationV̂. The contact between the leftsrightd lead and
the dot containsNlsNrd open channels, we enumerate chan-
nels, a, in the left sa=1,… ,Nld and the right sa=Nl

+1,… ,Nchd contacts,Nch=Nl +Nr. The corresponding ex-
perimental setup is shown in Fig. 1.

The dc currentĪF through the dot is determined by the
scattering matrixfSFst ,t8dgab ssee Ref. 5d

ĪF =
ev

2p
E

0

2p/v

dtE
−`

+`

dt1dt2

3Trh f̂st1,t2dfŜF
† st2,tdL̂ŜFst,t1d − L̂dt,t1

dt,t2
gj. s1d

Heredt,t8=dst− t8d and

fabst,t8d =
kBT

"

dabexpFi e
"E

t8

t

VastddtG
sinhfpkBTst − t8d/"g

s2d

is the distribution function of electrons in channela at tem-
peratureT and voltageVastd. At sufficiently low frequencies
v!Ec/" sEc is the dot charging energyd Vastd is simply
related to the biasVstd across the dot:Vastd=LaaVstd. Ele-

ments of the diagonal matrixL̂ are Laa=Nr /Nch for 1øa
øNl, andLaa=−Nl /Nch for Nl ,aøNch.

We consider the biasVstd across the dot in the form
Vstd=V0+Vv cossvt+w1d. The dc current through the dot to
first order in dc biasV0 and ac biasVv is12

ĪF = Īph
F + Ī1

F + ḡ0
FV0, Ī1

F = ḡ1
FVv, s3d

where the first term represents the photovoltaic currentĪph
F

= ĪFsVa;0d, see Eqs.s1d ands2d. The second and third terms
in Eq. s3d represent the contributions to the current due to dc
biasV0 and ac biasVv, respectively,
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ḡ0
F =

e2

p"
fG0 − dG0

Fstdg, ḡ1
F = −

e2

p"
dG1

Fstd, s4d

where G0=NlNr /Nch is the classical conductance and
dGkstd=e0

2p/vdGkstdvdt/2p stands for time averaging of the
“instantaneous conductance”sk=0, 1d

dGk
Fstd =E dtFkstd E du cossksvu + wkdd

3TrHL̂ŜF
† Su −

t

2
,tDL̂ŜFSt,u +

t

2
DJ ,

F0std =
pkBTt/"

sinhspkBTt/"d
, F1std =

2pkBT sinsvt/2d
"v sinhspkBTt/"d

.

s5d

We observe thatdG1std=dG0stdcossvt+w1d in the adiabatic
limit "v!maxhNchd1,kBTj considered in Refs. 2,13.

Below we study the variance of the photovoltaic current

Īph
F and the conductancesḡ0

F and ḡ1
F with respect to random

realizations of the HamiltonianĤF. Following Refs. 5 and
14, we find in the limitNch@1 and at magnetic fieldsF
@F0

ÎNch/M destroying the weak localizationsF0=hc/ed

ksĪph
F d2l =

G0e
2v4C0d1

2p3"2 E
0

2p/v dtdt8

4p2 E
0

`

dtE
t/2

`

duK+Bt−u,t8−u;t
ph ,

s6d

kdGk
+FdGk

±Fl =
G0

2v2d1
2

2p2"2 E
0

2p/v dtdt8

4p2 E
0

`

dtE
t/2

`

du K±Bt−u,t8−u;t
skd

s7d

and kĪph
+FĪph

−Fl=0 ssee Ref. 6d. In Eqs. s6d and s7d the angle
bracketsk¯l stand for the averaging with respect to realiza-

tions ofĤF. FunctionsB
t,t8;t
skd andBt,t8;t

ph describe the distribu-
tion function15 of electrons in the dot in the presence of
time-dependent electric fields and kernelsK± ;Kt,t8;u,t

± de-
scribe the evolution of electron states16 in these fields. Both
functionsB

t,t8;t
skd andBt,t8;t

ph and the kernelsKt,t8;u,t
± contain the

diffuson Dst1,t2,td=exp[−et2
t1Gst ,tddt] or the Cooperon

Cst1,t2,td=expf−s 1
2det2

t1Gst ,tddtg. Here, Gst ,td=ge+gw

+4C0 sin2vt sin2svt /2d, wherege=d1Nch/2p is the electron
escape rate andgw is the electron phase relaxation rate due to
inelastic processes.

In the experiment, the ac biasVv results from capacitive
coupling between the leads and the gate on which the ac
voltage is appliedssee the inset in Fig. 1d. ThereforeVv is
proportional to the amplitude of the ac voltage at the gate.
Assuming thatC0 is linear in the applied power to the gates,
we writeVv=av

ÎC0/ge. The coefficientav has units of volt-
age and is independent of realizations of the quantum dot

swe disregard fluctuations ofV̂ over different realizations of

ĤFd. Therefore, the correlation functions of the rectification

current Ī1
F= ḡ1

FVv are determined by the correlators ofdG1
F

kĪ1
+FĪ1

±Fl =
e4

p2"2av
2 C0

ge
kdG1

+F dG1
±Fl. s8d

We also notice that in the limitNch@1 the correlation func-

tion of the photovoltaic currentĪph
F and the rectification cur-

rent Ī1
F vanishes:6 kĪph

F Ī1
Fl=0.

First we use Eqs.s7d ands8d to analyze the magnetic field

symmetry of the rectification currentĪ1
F. Although in the

adiabatic limitv!ge/" the rectification currentĪ1
F is sym-

metric with respect to magnetic field inversionsF→−Fd, at

higher frequenciesv*ge/" the symmetry of Ī1
F is sup-

pressed. Indeed, the magnetic field symmetry is related to the
time inversion symmetry. For a harmonic field at frequency
v, the time-inversion symmetry holds only on time scales
much smaller than 1/v. Transport through the system is de-
termined by times of the order of" /ge and consequently the
magnetic field symmetry of the rectification current breaks if
"v*ge. We plot the ratioS1=kdG1

+F dG1
−Fl / ksdG1

Fd2l as a
function of "v /ge in Fig. 1. S1=1 represents the symmetric

currentĪ1
F~dG1

F with respect to magnetic field inversion. In
the adiabatic regime this symmetry originates from the On-
sager symmetry17 of the dc conductivityssee Eq.s5d and
Refs. 2,3d. As the frequency increases,S1 vanishes, signal-

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Symmetry factor Sk

=kdGk
+F dGk

−Fl / ksdGk
Fd2l as a function of frequencyv for k=0 sup-

per paneld and k=1 slower paneld at two values of temperatureT
and powerC0 of the ac excitation. Inset: micrograph of the device
and a schematic picture of applied voltages.
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ling the suppression of the magnetic field symmetry. There-
fore, the absence of magnetic field symmetry no longer
serves as a feature which allows one to distinguish the pho-
tovoltaic currentĪph

F from the rectification currentĪ1
F.

We notice that the magnetic field symmetry of the dc
conductancedG0

F is more sturdy than the symmetry of the
rectification currentssee Fig. 1d. Particularly, at temperatures
kBT*ge, dc conductancedG0

F is nearly symmetric at fre-
quencies"v&kBT, since the dc correlation function is deter-
mined by processes on a time scale" /kBT. The symmetry is
not fully suppressed even atv@kBT/"; the suppression de-
pends onC0/ge.

We apply Eqs.s6d–s8d to the analysis of the experiment.3

The quantum dot used in the experiment has an areaA
<0.7 mm2. Relevant energy scales are the Thouless energy
ET<160 meV and the mean level spacingd1=pge
<10 meV. The measurements were performed at the base
electron temperatureT<200 mK skBT=5.4ged. From the
size of conductance fluctuations without ac fluctuation on the
gate, we estimate the dephasing rategw<0.2ge ssee Ref. 18
for detailsd and thus disregardgw and energy relaxation rate
g«øgw in our quantitative analysis.

In the upper panel of Fig. 2 we show the variance of the
conductance as a function of the incident powerP at v /2p
=5.56 GHzs"v /ge<7.2d. We also plot the variance of the
conductance calculated from Eq.s7d sk=0d at temperature
T=5.4ge/kB. Assuming that the ratioC0/ge is proportional to
the powerP of the ac excitation applied to the gate, i.e.,
C0/ge=P/P0, we rescaleP to obtain the best fit of the ex-
perimental points by the curve of Eq.s7d. We find P0=9
310−8 W.

In the lower panel of Fig. 2 we show the correlators
kĪ+FĪ±Fl of the measured current. Although the traces of the
magnetic field sweepsssee Fig. 3 in Ref. 3d look quite asym-
metric for the measured current, the antisymmetric correlator
kĪ+FĪ−Fl is not significantly smaller than its symmetric coun-
terpart. We notice however, that if the averaging is per-
formed overn realizations, the measured correlatorkĪ+FĪ−Fl
can be estimated askĪ+FĪ+Fl /În sn,50 in the experimentd.

We plot the variance of the photovoltaic current, Eq.s6d,
as a function ofC0/ge for kBT=5.4ge and "v=7.2ge sto
facilitate numerics, we used the approximation"v@ged. We
emphasize that the horizontal shift between the data points
and curve is fixed by the fit in the upper panel for the dc
conductance and there are no fitting parameters for the vari-
ance of the currentsalong the vertical axisd. At C0&ge, the
variance of the measured current changes quadratically in
C0/ge, consistent with quadratic dependence onC0 of the

theoretical curves forkĪph
2 l and therefore our assumption that

C0 is proportional to the power of the ac excitation is justi-
fied. At C0*ge the variance of the measured current starts
saturating. This saturation is expected for large power as-
ymptote of the photovoltaic current due to the spreading of
the distribution function of electrons in the dot.5 Some de-
viation between the experimental points and the theoretical
curve is expected due to the approximationNch@1 used for
derivation of Eq.s6d sNch=2 in the experimentd.

For illustration, we also plot the correlation functions of
the rectification current, using Eq.s8d for w1=0 and av

=0.45"v /e. For the rectification current, the saturation at

large power is not expected: according to Fig. 2,kĪ1
+FĪ1

±Fl
~ sC0/geda with a<0.6.

We similarly discuss the data forv /2p=2.4 GHz. Per-
forming the fit of the experimental values of the conductance
fluctuations and the result of Eq.s7d with k=0 and tempera-
tureT=5.4ge/kB, we find the relation between the strength of
the perturbationC0 and the powerP=P0C0/ge with P0
=2.5310−7 W.

In Fig. 3 we show the symmetric and antisymmetric cur-
rent correlators for 2.4 GHz. For comparison we plot by a

solid line the variance of the photovoltaic currentĪph
F , calcu-

lated from Eq.s6d at "v=3.1ge. We observe that the fluctua-
tions of the measured current significantly exceedsby a fac-
tor ,100d the expected magnitude for the photovoltaic
current, and therefore are likely due to the rectification of the
bias across the dot. The low power data can be fitted by Eq.
s8d with av=4.7"v /e.

The above choice forav* h"v ,kBTj /e limits the applica-
bility of the linear expansion Eq.s3d to small powers of the
ac excitationC0, such thatC0/ge& s"v /eavd2. The higher
order corrections in the biasVv do not restore magnetic field

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Upper panel: Variance of the conductance
as a function of the ac excitation powerP=P0C0/ge at v /2p
=5.56 GHzs"v=7.2ged and the theoretical result of Eq.s7d with
k=0. We useP0=9310−8 W and kBT=5.4ge. Lower panel: Sym-
metric ssolid trianglesd and antisymmetricsopen trianglesd current
correlators as a function of ac excitation strengthC0. The solid line
shows the variance of the photovoltaic current Eq.s6d with param-
eters fixed by the fit in the upper panel. The dashed and dotted lines
show the symmetric and antisymmetric correlators of the rectifica-
tion current Eq.s8d with av=0.45"v /e andw1=0.
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symmetry, which is in apparent contradiction to the observed
symmetry of the measured current at larger powerssat
C0/ge*1 in Fig. 3d. We attribute the restoration of magnetic

field symmetry to dephasing due to dot heating by the dissi-
pative current. Increasing the powerP at fixedv drives the
system into the adiabatic regime since the heating makes the
ratio "v / sge+gwd decrease. As shown in Fig. 1, the rectifi-
cation current is symmetric in the adiabatic regime. The as-
sumption thatgw increases as powerP increases is consistent
with the observed change of the correlation field for the cur-
rent fluctuations. Indeed, according to Fig. 4 in Ref. 3, as the
power changes from 10 to 104 nW, ge+gw increases by fac-
tor of 4 and becomes larger than"v. In this regime the
rectification current is mostly symmetric with respect to
magnetic field inversionssee Fig. 1d.

In summary, we studied ensemble fluctuations of dc cur-
rent through an open quantum dot subject to oscillating per-
turbation. We showed that as frequency of the perturbation
increases, magnetic field symmetry of the current disappears,
regardless of the mechanism of the current generation. We
demonstrated that the power behavior of the current fluctua-
tions is an important tool to distinguish effects of an ac ex-
citation on dc current.
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